ABSTRACT Electromagnetic spectrum is too cluttered to add additional broadband channels of high data rate and bandwidth. Free space optical (FSO) communication is one of the most dominant optical wireless communication systems, which provides huge and licensed free spectrum, non-interfering link, and high data rate. Despite of having above-mentioned advantages, the FSO links are very sensitive to bad weather conditions (i.e., fog, snow, dust, and their combination). Therefore, there is a dire requirement to develop a system that can overcome issues of individual communication system and adjust the current demand of new broadband channels. Adaptive FSO-radio frequency (RF) communication system is proposed to tackle the individual channel issues. A novel throughput maximization algorithm (TMA) is developed for the adaptive hybrid FSO-RF channel. Performance of the proposed algorithm for adaptive hybrid communication system is analyzed considering the regular and right-regular low density parity check (LDPC) code under various weather conditions. Simulation results show that the TMA performs well under all weather conditions and gives a performance gain of up to 2.25 dB considering the right-regular LDPC code. From the presented results, it is also seen that the suggested communication system optimizes mapping schemes, bit proportions for each channel, and puncturing ratios adaptively for different degree variable nodes in worst weather conditions. INDEX TERMS Throughput maximization algorithm (TMA), low density parity check code (LDPC), extrinsic mutual information transfer (EXIT).
I. INTRODUCTION
From the last few decades, the radio frequency (RF) communications have gained market interest because of its enormous benefits [1] . However, there are many limitations (e.g.,spectrum in-efficiency and licensing cost), which impose challenges for deployment of additional broadband channels in the existing electromagnetic spectrum [2] . Bandwidth hungry applications and high data rate is the current market demand. Therefore, there is a dire need to have an alternative band, which supports channels requiring high bandwidth. Free space optical (FSO) communication is a promising technology, which offers huge and unregulated spectrum with many inherited benefits [1] , [3] - [6] .
These benefits are high data rate, non-interfering nature, highly secured links and easy to install. However, despite having such great benefits, FSO also suffers from many drawbacks [7] . These drawbacks are line-of-sight (LOS) requirement, limited distance and severely affected by worse weather conditions (i.e.,fog and snow).
The reliability and connectivity of FSO link is highly weather dependent, which greatly degrades the system performance. The reliability or robustness of a communication system can be defined as the ability to maintain certain system performances under worse channel conditions [8] . Recently many ideas have been put forward by research community to overcome issues of both technologies (i.e., RF and FSO) [9] - [16] . These ideas are in the form of hybrid communication system, which work differently for different systems. It was suggested to have independent links and also dependent links with different scenarios of deployment. Each system has its own merits and demerits. The major contributions are as under;
• Hybrid free space optical (FSO)/radio frequency (RF) communication system is proposed to meet the current demands of high data rate and link availability. We have previously mentioned the hybrid FSO/RF communication system in [17] and [18] . In the previous work [18] , adaptive systems considering power optimization rules were discussed. The focus was to transmit maximum power through good channel (e.g., good weather) and minimum power through bad channel (e.g., bad weather). Khan and Jamil [18] evaluate the proposed communication system over simple channel for a given fixed code rate. A single pair of encoder and decoder is considered and extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart [19] is used to evaluate the performance of coded system. Having a single encoder and decoder pair is the main advantage (i.e., no synchronization issue and cost effective) of the proposed communication system and variations in channel conditions on both links are adapted by introducing puncturing technique.
In the present work, we suggest low density parity check (LDPC) code and are optimizing rate parameter by introducing the puncturing technique. A puncturing optimization algorithm (POA) [17] is employed for the optimization purpose and optimization is performed such as to maximize the throughput (i.e., information bits). According to the best of our knowledge no such analysis is done in the literature. In literature [12] , [20] , and [21] , they consider hybrid system and have suggested some combining techniques for the hybrid FSO/RF communication system with different aspect.
• Secondly, a throughput maximization algorithm (TMA) is developed for the hybrid FSO/RF communication system considering the regular as well as irregular structure of LDPC code. The idea is to optimize the bit fraction and try to exploit that channel, which have clear sky conditions. While doing the optimization, the proposed algorithm considers two cases:-partially optimized and fully optimized. In partially optimized case, only puncturing fractions are optimized while for the fully optimized case both puncturing fractions and modulation sizes are optimized for each degree of variable node (VN). Most recent work about the performance of hybrid FSO/RF communication system is found in [20] and [21] . The work in [20] is particularly proposed for the situation where direct link between user and base station in not possible. In [21] , they are suggesting the hybrid FSO/RF communication system model with receive diversity. But we are focusing the development of novel algorithm which maximizes the proportion of bits transmitted through each channel depending on different weather conditions.
• For the validation of the proposed system, we provide numerical and theoretical analysis. It is seen that the proposed system well optimizes the varying channel conditions and provides transmission reliability over wide range of rates. Analysis and simulation results are provided to support the proposed system. We then extend the algorithm for the quaternary modulations scheme for the hybrid FSO/RF channel. For this we analyze the demapper EXIT curves for different mapping schemes (gray and anti-gray). We provide investigations for 4-PAM and QPSK EXIT over varying channel conditions. Then we simulate the overall EXIT chart curve for the hybrid FSO/RF channel. Since we consider the parallel channel, we also measure the best possible fraction of bits to be transmitted to the respective channel.
II. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MODEL
Hybrid FSO-RF communication system model, which consists of a parallel RF and optical link, is shown in Fig. 1 . At the transmitter side, k information bits are encoded into n bits codeword with a certain code rate. The coded bits are divided into two streams (i.e., n o = nf bits are sent through the optical channel and n r = n(1−f ) bits are sent through RF channel), where f is bit division factor, which is dependent on channel conditions and transmission schemes on each link. The respective channel bits are further multiplexed into I streams (i.e., for different degrees in case of irregular LDPC code) depending on the VN degree. Channel bits are then mapped accordingly using either of the mapping scheme (i.e., from M-level amplitude modulation (M-PAM) for optical channel and M-level phase shift keying (M-PSK) for RF channel). The mapped symbols of the respective channel stream are punctured in a random fashion and transmit unpunctured symbols
(1 − p) over the respective link, where p( p) denote optical(RF) channel puncturing fraction. It is assumed that optical and RF symbols are drawn uniformly with unit energy from given constellations. On each channel zero mean with unit variance noise (i.e., additive white Gaussain noise (AWGN) ∼ N (0, 1)) is added.
An AWGN RF channel and a log-normally (LN) faded optical channel is considered. The LN fading distribution is given by [22] , whose strength is characterized by an entity known as scintillation index (SI). At the receiver side, received optical and RF signals from different degree VNs corresponding to optical and RF channels are de-multiplexed, de-punctured, de-mapped and decoded to extract the original message with certain error probability. The code rate for different channel conditions is determined by channel state information (CSI), which is known at the transmitter.
A. OPTICAL CHANNEL MODEL
The optical channel exploits intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) using the available transmission schemes (i.e., in our case either of the 2-PAM or 4-PAM). The collected noisy signal after the optical to electrical conversion is given by, 1
where x ∈ X denotes transmitted optical symbols, h denotes optical channel fading given in [22] and [23, eq. (5)], P represents average received optical signal power and z is the channel noise. Due to the uni-polar nature of optical signals and PAM mapping schemes, the DC component of noisy electrical signal can be neglected, which is equivalent ±1 for 2-PAM and {−1, −1/3, +1/3, +1} for 4-PAM for the same optical power P. Signal to noise ratio (SNR) for 2-PAM is calculated as γ = P 2 (after AC coupling) and is γ = 5 9 P 2 for 4-PAM.
B. RF CHANNEL MODEL
The transmission of RF symbols is done by considering the given transmission schemes (i.e., in our case either of BPSK or QPSK), assuming a fading free AWGN channel with RF signal power P and the received RF noisy signal is,
where x ∈ X denotes transmitted RF symbols, z represents a zero mean and unit variance AWGN. SNR in this case is γ = P.
III. THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION ALGORITHM (TMA)
The research objective is to maximize the throughput (k bits per hybrid symbol) of hybrid FSO-RF communication system over varying channel conditions. In TMA, puncturing fractions and mapping schemes 2 are optimized according to varying channel scenarios. The proposed TMA is flexible in terms of its implementation for a regular as well as for irregular LDPC code.
In optimization problem, two EXIT curves are generated, one curve corresponds to variable node decoder (VND) and second corresponds to check node decoder (CND). In the objective function, minimum positive difference (MPD) rule given by [17, eq. (11)] is followed for the evaluation of VND and CND EXIT curves. The MPD rule is used to find the best throughput and corresponding optimum puncturing fractions. The VND EXIT curve depends on the degree of VN, channel SNR and characteristics of mapping schemes. The CND EXIT curve depends only on the degree of check node (CN). We consider d v,i different degree VN, where 
A. REGULAR LDPC CODE
In a regular structure LDPC code, only two channels (i.e., optical and RF) are considered with varying mapping scheme and puncturing fractions of same degree VN. For regular LDPC code, a single stream of FSO and RF channel representing a fixed VN degree is considered. In such case, codeword of n bits is divided into two streams (i.e., one for optical and other for RF link) is,
where
is the bit division factor depending on the optical(RF) channel condition. A more generic system is considered and it would be independent on actual block length (e.g., n) of encoded bit for the sake of simplicity in simulating the system. But the practical meaning of f ( f ) are same as are mentioned earlier.
After implementing mapping and puncturing, optical channel bits are given by,
where N (i.e., number of symbols being transmitted on optical channel), p is the fraction of optical channel symbols being punctured and m = log 2 (M) optical bits per symbol. Similarly RF channel bits are given by,
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Over a defined constraint of same symbol rate for the optimization problem, i.e., N = N = N H , (6) is further simplified to,
where N H is the total number of hybrid symbols. Since k = nR m (R m is the mother code rate), then throughput for regular LDPC code is,
The optical channel bit fraction f for regular LDPC code depends on the mapping scheme as well as on puncturing fractions of both channels and is derived as follows:
From (4) and (5), it is easy to find the number of symbols transmitted through optical and RF channel as,
Given the constraint of same symbol rate, (9) and (10) can be compared to give,
, optical channel bit fraction is calculated as,
The TMA objective function in case of regular LDPC code is,
where I dm,e and I dm,e denote de-mapper characteristics of optical and RF channels respectively, p [p, p] is the puncturing fraction pair on optical(RF) channel, I EV ,H is the overl VND extrinsic MI, d v represent VN degree, I AV (I AC ) denote the a-priori VN(CN) MIs, I EC is the CND extrinsic MI and d c denotes the CN degree. The de-mapper characteristics curve is evaluated following the same method given in [17] .
In (13), 1) ensures positive puncturing fractions on both channel; 2) ensures an appropriate division of coded bits on each channel, which is a function of puncturing fractions and mapping; 3) defines same symbol rate constraint for hybrid channel; and 4) permits the opening of tunnel between two EXIT curves (i.e., VND and CND) for successful decoding. The overall VND curve I EV ,H depends on mapping scheme, degree of VNs and respective channel SNR. The overall extrinsic mutual information (MI) for regular LDPC code is given by,
where I EV and I EV are VND extrinsic MIs corresponding to optical and RF channel respectively. The VND extrinsic MI is evaluated using [17, eq. (12) ] in which ξ is,
where in (15), ψ = (i − 1)[J −1 (I AV )] 2 and I dm,e (P, I dm,a ) depends on optical power and a-priori MI from VN corresponding to optical channel. Similarly I dm,e ( P, I dm,a ) depends on RF power and a-priori MI from VN corresponding to RF channel. The de-mapper extrinsic MI is calculated using the same procedure given in [17] .
B. RIGHT-REGULAR LDPC CODE
In right-regular LDPC code, multiple channel streams on both links are considered. Throughput optimization function and bit fraction for both links is analyzed assuming right-regular LDPC code. A special case with degree 2 and 4 VN for rightregular LDPC code is considered as shown in Fig. 2 . Following the same procedure as is done in subsection III-A, (7) can be derived for right-regular LDPC code as,
where ν 2 ( ν 2 ) and ν 4 ( ν 4 ) are fractions of optical(RF) coded bits corresponding to degree 2 and 4 VNs respectively, N 2 ( N 2 ) and N 4 ( N 4 ) denote the number of symbols corresponding to degree 2 and 4 VNs, being transmitted on the optical(RF) channel, p 2 ( p 2 ) and p 4 ( p 4 ) are the puncturing fractions of degree 2 and 4 variable nodes corresponding to optical(RF) link. Having an assumption of same symbol rate constraints, i.e., N = N 2 + N 4 and N = N 2 + N 4 , (8) for right regular LDPC code structure is,
30042 VOLUME 6, 2018 The objective function can directly be evaluated using EXIT chart with greater speed and less computational complexity. Optimization problem, which is based on EXIT chart analysis is often independent on codeword block length. However, throughput given by (17) is dependent on the codeword block length, which is not directly analyzed using EXIT chart. To evaluate (17) , optimization problem needs to run a large number of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, which is not feasible. Therefore, (17) should be derived such that it must be independent of block length.
The number of channel symbols transmitted through degree 2 and 4 VNs are given by,
Considering the same symbol rate constraint, i.e., N = N 2 + N 4 and by re-arranging (18) and (19) ,
Similarly for RF channel,
From (20) and (21),
Using (22), (23), (3) in k = nR m and considering
The bit fraction f for right-regular LDPC code depends on mapping schemes corresponding to different degree VNs and puncturing ratios. Using N = N 2 + N 4 , (9) is derived in terms of a right-regular LDPC code as,
Similarly using N = N 2 + N 4 , (10) is derived in terms of right-regular LDPC code as,
Substituting
in (25) and (26) respectively,
The objective function of TMA in case of right-regular LDPC code is,
The overall VND curve I EV ,H depends on mapping scheme, degree of VNs and respective channel SNR. The overall extrinsic MI for right-regular LDPC code is given by (29) , as shown at the top of the next page, where d v,i denotes i-th VN degree and ϑ i denotes the edge fraction incident on i-th degree VN corresponding to optical and RF link. VOLUME 6, 2018
IV. DE-MAPPER EXIT CHART ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
As is mentioned in Section II, at the transmitter side, information bits are encoded with a certain code rate and generates a codeword for transmission. The codeword is then fed to mapper 3 which then converts coded bits into symbols and each symbol is either real or complex depending on the type of mapper (optical and/or RF). At the receiver side, noisy received signal is detected at the input of de-mapper. Main components of receiver are de-mapper and decoder, each of which is implemented using soft values (i.e., log-likelihood ratios (LLRs)). Conventionally, they are connected with interleavers and de-interleavers. In simulations, we do not implement interleavers and de-interleavers because of the randomness created by the parity-check matrix itself. The received symbols are then passed through the de-mapper. The de-mapper performs de-mapping and produces soft values ( dm,e ), which are known as extrinsic LLRs of de-mapper. Soft values are then fed in to decoder and are known as the decoder's a-priori LLR. The decoder works on the standard sumproduct algorithm (SPA) [25] . The output of decoder ( d,e ) is used as de-mapper's a-priori LLR. This whole process of backward and forward is known as iterative process between de-mapper and decoder. The corresponding closed form expressions of LLR for AGM is challenging. Therefore, in order to solve de-mapper extrinsic MI considering AGM for the above defined optimization problem, we exploit two approaches: Curve Fitting and Lookup Table. A. CURVE FITTING TECHNIQUE Curve fitting (CF) technique is a well-known technique adopted by many researchers [26] , [27] for fast approximation of a problem with unknown closed form solution. To calculate extrinsic MI of de-mapper assuming AGM scheme is very challenging and the best way is to use CF technique to speed up calculations. EXIT chart of de-mapper without known closed form expressions is calculated using CF technique. In this technique, we evaluate EXIT chart of demapper using [17, eq. (16) ] and store evaluated results in the form of polynomials and are used in optimization problem.
MC simulations are performed using [17, eq. (16) ] to calculate de-mapper extrinsic MI over a large range of respective 3 The mapper, M( M), inputs a block of m( m)-bits and maps them into symbols either for optical or RF channel depending on the constellation sizes on each channel. Specifically, gray/anti-gray mapping (GM/AGM) is considered in which the bit labelling for quaternary modulation is [00, 01, 11, 10] assuming GM and [00, 01, 10, 11] assuming AGM. Simply, GM means that two symbols at minimum Euclidean distance only differ by one bit, while AGM means that symbols are numbered from 0 to M-1 [24] . channel powers P . 4 The generalized form of polynomial function stored using CF technique is,
where T i denotes coefficients of i-th order polynomial and it depends on powers of corresponding channel (i.e., optical(RF)) and degree of VNs. The advantage of using this technique is to expedite algorithm speed and minimize computational complexity. On the other hands, this technique has disadvantage as well, i.e., firstly, it is not capable of doing any extrapolation and secondly, it is not a memory flexible.
B. LOOKUP TABLE
Lookup Table ( LT) technique is also known as interpolation and is adopted by many researchers [28, and reference therein]. The LT technique requires only a small amount of off-line computation and storage of necessary data. The difference in LT technique is that interpolation points are used rather than coefficients of polynomials. The generalized form of results stored using LT technique is given by (31), as shown at the bottom of the next page. The process of LT involves semi-analytic design procedure and it avoids time consuming MC simulations over a large range of puncturing ratios. Using LT technique, computational complexity is minimized and speed of proposed algorithm is maximized. The LT technique is capable of doing extrapolations as well. Therefore, with extrapolation capability of LT, we can get results over larger step size without increasing memory size and re-computing MC simulations.
C. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical example is presented using half rate regular 3, 6 -LDPC code assuming a single RF channel. In this example, quaternary modulation assuming GM/AGM schemes is considered. MC simulations are performed and store parameters both for CF and LT technique over a large range of powers on respective channels. The comparison of CF, LT and MC simulation is presented in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 shows that results obtained using MC simulations, CF and LT technique agree well for a given SNR.
V. TMA PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The performance of proposed algorithm considering regular and right-regular LDPC code is measured over the adaptive hybrid FSO(RF) communication system. Note that for regular LDPC code, adaptive hybrid system optimizes puncturing ratios and mapping scheme on both channels using objective 4 Power and MI notations with mark are used to show correspondence of both parameters, i.e., Optical(RF) powers and de-mapper extrinsic MI in a similar fashion and define P as P (P, P) and I dm,e as I dm,e (I dm,e , I dm,e ). function given by (13) . The objective function gives maximum throughput and the corresponding optimized puncturing ratios under varying channel conditions. For right-regular LDPC code, two different cases are considered for optimization:
1) Partially optimized: In this case of right-regular structure with partial optimization, adaptive hybrid system optimizes puncturing ratios for different degrees VN while keeping optimized mapping identical for each degree (e.g., if optimization function given by (28) selects binary modulation for optical channel, then according to partial optimization, assign binary modulation to both degrees 2 and 4. Similarly if optimization function selects quaternary modulation for optical channel, then assign quaternary modulation to both degrees 2 and 4. Same procedure is true for the radio channel). 2) Fully optimized: In this case, adaptive hybrid system optimizes puncturing ratio and modulation sizes for each degree VN of the respective channel.
The objective function selects optimized modulation sizes as well as corresponding puncturing ratios for degree 2 and 4 VNs on each channel (i.e., optical(RF)), which give the best throughput. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 4 assuming regular and right-regular structure, whose objective functions are given by (13) and (28) respectively. AGM bit labelling is considered for QPSK and 4-PAM. The performance gain is observed, when system moves from regular to right-regular structure and also from binary to non-binary modulation schemes. It is seen from optimization results in Fig. 4 that the proposed algorithm flexibly adopts varying channel conditions (i.e., it flexibly distributes proportion of bits on each link (optical(RF)) under varying channel conditions).
It is seen that using right-regular structure with partial optimization, 1.25 dB optical power gain is achieved as compared to regular structure at k = 1 bits per hybrid symbol (i.e., when adaptive system selects binary modulation for both channels). The performance gain improves further on selecting non binary modulation scheme. It is also observed from Fig. 4 that using fully optimized right-regular structure, 1 dB more gain is possible as compared to right-regular structure with partial optimization and 2.25 dB compared to regular structure at k = 1.5 bits per hybrid symbol. It is also noted from Fig. 4 that two cases (i.e., full and partial optimization) are giving same performance at large power levels. The reason for that is, the algorithm selects quaternary modulations as the best modulation at large power level for each degree of VN. In Fig. 5 , it is seen that proposed TMA with fully optimized right-regular LDPC code is approaching the theoretical bound. The theoretical bound is generated using I H = I(P) + I( P), where I(P) and I( P) calculated using [29] and [30, eq. (11) ]. The gap from theoretical bound is about 1 dB at k = 2.49 bits per hybrid symbol and is about 2 dB at k = 3.32 bits per hybrid symbol. Simulation results of throughput given by (28) are shown in Fig. 6 assuming right-regular LDPC code with partial optimization. AGM bit labelling for QPSK and 4-PAM in the respective AWGN RF channel and LN faded optical channel with SI = {0, 0.5, 1.0, 2} is considered. In this way all other parameters of optical channel remains same except the SI is changed. By increasing SI, adaptive system selects small modulation size for different degree VN, while RF channel selects higher modulation sizes and in such situation more channel bits are sent through RF channel. The adaptive system even gives better performance improvement for using fully optimized right-regular LDPC code.
In Fig. 7 , simulation results are given considering fixed RF channel condition (i.e., fixing RF channel power, while varying optical channel power) and also varying optical channel conditions by assigning different SI. It is seen that for large value of SI, throughput of system decreases significantly. Regular LDPC code and optimization function (13) is used to run simulation results shown in Fig. 7 and puncturing step size is 40. Such a large puncturing step size is used to get smooth results. It is seen that in order to achieve throughput of k = 2 bits per hybrid symbol, we need an optical power of 4.75 dB over SI = 0, while to get the same throughput over SI = 2, we need an optical power of 8 dB. Even more power gain is achieved by using right-regular LDPC code.
VI. CONCLUSION
Novel TMA is proposed for adaptive hybrid FSO-RF channel. Performance of proposed algorithm is analyzed for regular and right-regular LDPC code. AWGN RF channel is assumed while LN fading distribution along with AWGN signal model on optical channel is considered. It is seen that proposed algorithm well adopted to different weather scenarios and provides best throughput along with corresponding puncturing patterns. The adaptive system flexibly distributes amount of channel bits in an efficient way over varying optical channel conditions. It is noted that TMA performs well under all channel conditions and provides performance gain of up to 2.25 dB using right-regular LDPC code. The adaptive hybrid FSO-RF system selects its parameters (i.e., modulation selections, bit proportions for each channel and puncturing patterns for each degree VN) adaptively on varying optical channel conditions.
